
 
 

Summer 2020 
Painting Marathon: Caves, Friezes & Mysteries 

A Personal Journey 
 

Instructor:  Graham Nickson & Guests   
Class Hours:  9am-1pm ; 2pm-6pm 
Dates:  June 17 – 30 (excluding weekends) 
Contact Info: slevy@nyss.org  
Office Hours:  by appointment 
 
Course Description 
 
The earliest drawings or paintings aspired to recognize, describe, and have power over the 
image (animal) it sought to depict. Life and death depended on that magical power.  
 
“With color one obtains energy that seems to extend from Witchcraft.” – Henri Matisse 
 
The difference between “image maker” and “image seeker” in our times is a critical issue; and 
to understand this, we will paradoxically be going back to the origins of image making and the 
invention of pictorial language.   
 
We will investigate paintings and drawings from 50,000 years ago to the present with special 
attention to those key works we consider paradigms. This includes the affirmative powerful 
female athletes in the House of the Tetrarchs, in Piazza Armerina, Sicily, the tomb of hunting 
and fishing in Tarquinia, Italy and The Villa of Mysteries in Pompeii.  
 
The symbolists urged their group to be mysterious. As an ingredient, you cannot draw or paint 
mystery; one can only aspire or imply its presence, and make conditions available to its 
happening within the formal strategies and language of the work. 
 
We will explore the images from Pompeii and elsewhere in depth in an attempt to understand 
why these still capture our attention and hold mystery today. 
 
Course Outline 
 
“Color is given to us to express our emotions” - Matisse 
 
This intensive two-week painting Marathon will aim to understand our deep connections to our 
earliest image making ancestors. By working, at times, with a model in variable setups online, 
students will use the paradigms of cave painting, friezes, and Roman wall painting- particularly 
the Villa of Mysteries in Pompeii- as guiding stars to create their own work.  
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We will search for the origins of Pompeiian red and investigate two Matisse quotes: “ A thimble 
full of red is redder than a bucketful.” And also: “I spent forty years to discover that the queen 
of all colors is the color black.” 
 
This ambitious course will explore painting as a creation of place, the importance of color, and 
figures of purpose. This class will run Monday through Friday from 9am to 6pm (excluding 
weekends), with the expectation of occasional extended critiques in the evening.  
 
Learning Outcomes  
 
Students will expand their ability to describe form and space through color relationships and 
drawing. “I don’t paint things, I only paint the differences between things” said Matisse. A 
broad range of imagery from cave paintings, petrogylphs, the House of the Tetrarchs, the tomb 
of hunting and fishing in Tarquina, and The Villa of Mysteries in Pompeii. The class will explore 
the understanding of color; abstraction and figuration enmeshed in concert together. 
 
Assessable Tasks  
 
Students will make many paintings of different scale and size. The student’s work and 
assessment is contingent with the individual level of each student. The bulk feedback of the 
class will be in open group critique format. Students should have a deep desire to understand 
painting and imagery, abstraction and color.  Participation and attendance is mandatory.   
 
Evaluation and Grading  
 
MFA students participating in this course will receive grades. Grading is on a High 
Pass/Pass/Low Performance/Fail basis.  Visiting participants will not receive grades or 
evaluations for this course. 
 
Readings and Resources  
 
Matisse on Art edited by Jack Flam 
 
Materials and supplies 
 
“Color exists in itself, possessing its own beauty” - Matisse 
 
Full palette in Oil paint recommended; however, acrylic paint is certainly acceptable as well.  
 

● Flake White 
● Titanium White 
● Cadmium Yellow Light  
● Cadmium Yellow Medium  
● Yellow Ochre 
● Lemon Yellow 
● Cadmium Orange  
● Cadmium Red Light  
● Cadmium Red Medium  

● Alizarin Crimson  
● Rowney Rose or 

equivalent-(Quinacridone Rose) 
● Magenta 
● Caput Mortuum Violet 
● (Violet Oxide is the closest acrylic 

equivalent) 
● Windsor Violet (W&N) (Dioxazine 

Violet) 

 

 



● Ultramarine Blue 
● Cobalt Blue 
● Cerulean Blue 
● Viridian 
● Chrome Oxide Green 
● Terre Verde 
● Raw Umber 
● Indian Red (red oxide is acrylic 

equivalent) 

● Lamp Black 
● Ivory Black  
● Peach Black (blue black is acrylic 

equivalent) 
● **if you have any questions 

regarding specific colors, please 
email Sam Levy, slevy@nyss.org.  

 
● Large selection of brushes, large and small, from rounds to sable.  
● 2 Large Palettes (approximately 18” X 22”, if possible) 
● Paint rags/ Good quality paper towels 
● A wall or hand-held mirror 
● Palette knife 
● Solvent (odorless mineral spirits) 
● Linseed Oil or galkyd 
● Tube wringer (suggested) 
● if using acrylics, modeling paste 
● if using acrylics, containers for paint and water 

 
● Suggested canvas sizes and quantities: 
● 5 : 8” X 10” (stretched) 
● 4 : 10” X 10” (stretched) 
● 2 : 20” X 15” (stretched) 
● one roll of 10 yards of primed canvas: Blick Cotton Canvas By the Yard - 12 oz, Acrylic 

Primed, 60'' 
Item#: 07334-1160 

● staple gun 
● staples 
● a wall or board upon which to attach the canvas 

 
● Paper: 
● 10 sheets of decent quality paper (such as stonehenge or fabriano cold pressed), 

approximately 18” X 24” in size 
● 10 sheets of cheaper paper, approximately 18” X 24” in size 
● sketchbook (recommended) 

 
Additionally recommended: 

● Old magazines for collage 
● glue or mat medium 
● a set of watercolors or ink (suggested) 

 
School, Department & Class Policies  
 
Please refer to the Student Handbook for information regarding the School’s policies on academic 
integrity and plagiarism.  All students must abide by the general health and safety regulations laid out in 
the Student Handbook, as well as any specific instructions given by the Instructor.  
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